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Demography of Jewish Americans:
 
Research Findings, Issues,
 

and Challenges
 

Calvin Goldscheider 

Social scientists have long recognized the centrality of population pro
cesses for understanding the evolution of the American Jewish community 
and the changing levels of integration of Jewish Americans. The major fea
tures of American Jewish demography are well known, but neither the de
mographers who have analyzed those patterns nor the social scientists who 
have used information on population processes have been satisfied with the 
quality of demographic data or the depth of demographic analyses. This 
chapter reviews and summarizes what is generally known about the de
mography of Jewish Americans, with particular attention to the limita
tions of available research. A concluding section focuses on a series of 
research suggestions and priorities that emerge from the critical review of 
what is known about the demography of the American Jewish community. 

Demography of American Jews: Scope and Analytic Issues 

The analysis of American Jewish demographic patterns involves a num
ber of central themes, some of which are common to a general demo
graphic analysis of total societies while others are unique to the 
demography of minority groups. It is important to spell out the scope and 
focus of our review and evaluation. First, a systematic examination of the 
demography of American Jews involves an analysis of the entire range of 
population elements and processes. The study of population size, growth, 
distribution, structure, and composition l is integral to demographic analy
sis regardless of the unit of analysis. This is also true for the population 
processes of mortality, fertility, and migration. For the Jewish population 
as for other subgroup analyses, an additional process of "entering" and 
"exiting" must be examined: in- and out-marriages. The study of losses 
and gains through intermarriage is a central feature of the demography of 
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2 UNDERSTANDING AMERICAN JEWRY 

minority groups. Minority populations increase in size through births, im
migration, and in-marriages; they decrease in size through deaths, emigra
tion, and out-marriages. Population changes and variations are products of 
these exiting and entering processes. At the local level, immigration and 
emigration are of particular significance. Because of the importance of the 
timing and extent of marriage for reproduction and childbearing, demo
graphic analysis also treats issues of nuptiality and dissolution (divorce and 
separation). 

A second feature of minority group demography is the need to select 
among a wider range of comparisons for analysis. The population processes 
ofa minority group may be compared to the majority population and/or to 
other minority/ethnic groups. One of the central analytic questions in the 
demography of minority groups is whether demographic differences be
tween majority and minority populations are reflections of the particular 
matrix of socioeconomic characteristics differentiating these populations 
or whether particular features of the ethnic group influence demographic 
processes. These features may relate to cultural or structural differences or 
to the fact of minority group status per se. The centrality of this issue re
quires that comparisons be made between minority and majority popula
tions, controlling for socioeconomic and related characteristics. A further 
comparison in the demography of American Jews involves Jews in other 
countries. Such comparisons clarify the uniqueness of the American Jew
ish condition or the differences between Jews in situations of a minority 
and those in a society where Jews are a majority. 

Another important type of sociological and demographic analysis asso
ciated with the study of minority subpopulations relates to the question of 
residential clustering. There is a series of complex issues associated with 
residential segregation and integration of minority groups and the implica
tions of the changing population concentration, dispersal, and density of 
subgroups within society. For the Jewish population, residential segrega
tion and integration are tied in to the intensity of Jewish identification and 
related issues of Jewish community organization. 

Although minority subgroups tend to be smaller and relatively more 
homogeneous units of analysis than total societies, there remains sufficient 
subgroup variation within ethnic groups to allow for detailed investigation. 
The analysis of variation within the Jewish group provides clues to the 
direction of change in which the Jewish group as a whole may be moving. 
The examination of subgroups in the forefront of change (the more edu
cated, the young, or the elite) is one basis for projecting the future direc
tion of the total community. This is particularly important when trend data 
or longitudinal analyses are lacking. 

Finally, the implications of demographic patterns for minority and ma
jority populations may vary. Rates of growth, distribution, composition 
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and levels of mortality, fertility, and migration may have different conse
quences for minority populations. Zero population growth has a set of con
sequences for a total society, for example, that cannot be uniformly applied 
to every subpopulation. Policies to control, regulate, or channel population 
growtn and processes applied to total nations do not necessarily fit the 
goals, needs, and aspirations of selected ethnic segments. There are a vari
ety of socio-politico-economic consequences of differential population 
growth of majority and minority/ethnic populations. Minority populations 
that are rapidly increasing in size within a society whose rate of demo
graphic growth is stable are as problematic as minority populations that 
are declining or stable while the total population is expanding rapidly. 

The heart of the demographic argument is that there have been and con
tinue to be revolutionary changes, subtle but of profound importance, in 
the size, growth, composition, and distribution of the American Jewish 
population and in the demographic processes shaping these patterns. These 
demographic changes are critical for understanding modern American 
Jewish life, primarily because they reflect and have implications for the 
quality of Jewish life in America - and the quality of Jewish life is the key 
to Jewish survival. Population size is a necessary but not sufficient condi
tion for survival; the immediate Jewish future in America is tied to ques
tions of quantity only indirectly. However, since demographic patterns are 
consequences and determinants of Jewish life in America, the analysis of 
American Jewish demography provides a context within which Jewish 
quality can be evaluated. 

The less disputed meaning of demographic patterns and their clearer 
documentation and trend must be balanced by the fact that some demo
graphic changes are subtle a!1d it is often difficult to appreciate their long
term implications and repercussions. While a decline in financial support 
for Jewish organizations may be immediately appreciated, declining birth 
rates, changing marriage patterns, and increasing population age take a 
longer time to be documented and absorbed as social facts. Of primary im
portance, the demographic processes that affect population size, composi
tion, and distribution are extraordinarily difficult to reverse unless some of 
the basic values, attitudes, and social processes change. Jewish demo
graphic processes are integral to the social conditions of American Jewish 
life, not marginal or independent of social structure. To change, redirect, 
or channel population trends, the societal context must also be altered. 
Jewish demographic patterns fit the pattern of American Jewish life and 
may be viewed as the price paid by American Jews for their level of com
mitment to Jewish survival. To reverse demographic patterns, some major 
commitments of American Jewry have to be reordered in priority. 

Population structure has an internal set of dynamics as well. Past pat
o terns of immigration and fertility, for example, have an impact on current 
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4 UNDERSTANDING AMERICAN JEWRY 

and future age structure. The number of births in the 1970s will have ef
fects on marriage and reproduction around the turn of the century and on 
patterns of aging well into the twenty-first century. Issues of quantitative 
and qualitative Jewish survival must be considered not only in a national 
American Jewish context but also in the local Jewish community system 
where size and quality are more obviously correlated. Within this context, 
demographic variation and heterogeneity dominate; population size and 
processes vary among Jewish communities in the United States. Differen
tiation among them is related to the density of Jewish settlement, the de
mographic and social composition of local areas, the degree of local 
population dispersal, generational composition, and the broader socioecon
omic opportunities of areas that retain population and encourage immigra
tion or lose population through out-migration. 

Sources of Demographic Data on the American Jewish Population 

To evaluate the demographic patterns of Jewish Americans, assess re
search issues, and identify research priorities, a brief review of the sources 
of demographic data for studying American Jews will be presented. More 
specific data problems will be reviewed in the discussion of particular de
mographic processes (for earlier reviews of data on religion see Good, 
1959; Landis, 1959; Goldstein, 1971; Engelman, 1947). 
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analysis of annual birth and death rates requires two sets of problematic 
data for American Jews, only limited attempts to exploit these data have 
been made. 

Annual marriage and divorce statistics in the United States do not con
tain data on religious affiliation (except for the marriage records of Iowa 
and Indiana). Government statistics on immigration have included infor
mation on Jews (Hebrews) for 1881-1943, but except for selected charac
teristics (numbers, age, sex, previous occupation, and country of origin), 
details are not available (Lestschinsky, 1960; Hersch, 1949). 

To obtain intercensal population estimates and identify continual 
changes in socioeconomic and labor force characteristics, fertility, geo
graphic mobility, and migration of the American population, the U.S. gov
ernment carries out a series of annual surveys. The Current Population 
Survey included a question on religion only once (in 1957) and provided 
national data on the socioeconomic and geographic characteristics of the 
Jewish population as well as information on fertility and intermarriage. 
These data have been fully exploited and represent a unique and important 
data source in American Jewish demography (Glick, 1960; Goldstein, 
1969; Mueller and Lane, 1972; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1958). 

A final source of data of limited utility has been the federally sponsored 
Censuses of Religious Bodies. These were limited to reports from organiza
tions and community institutions rather than individuals. The last such 
census was conducted in 1936 and, owing to its limited usefulness for gov
ernment or community planning, has been discontinued (Engelman, 
1947). 

All official data sources have limitations for in-depth research, even for 
the American population as a whole, since the amount of socioeconomic 
data included is minimal. Detailed national sample surveys have been un
dertaken, particularly on fertility and related patterns. Owing to the small 
proportion of Jews in the total American population, representative sam
ples include only a small number of Jews for analysis. Not only are details 
unavailable, but high rates of sampling errors characterize these sources 
for the study of American Jewish demography (see the review in Gold
scheider, 1967, 1971; and detailed discussion below). 

Given the limitations of official data sources and general sample surveys 
for the analysis of Jewish demographic patterns, an increasing number of 
local Jewish community surveys have been undertaken. These surveys pro
vide basic demographic information on the structure and composition of 
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the Jewish population and often include questions on fertility and migra
tion. In most cases these surveys have been sponsored by local Jewish Fed
erations and have been useful for planning purposes. Often data details 
have not been published, and only simple cross-tabulations have been pre
pared. The major limitations of these Jewish surveys relate to the degree to 
which scientific sampling criteria are used and whether nonaffiliated seg
ments of the Jewish population are included. These surveys are extremely 
uneven in quality. Often intercommunity comparisons are problematic as 
are comparisons to the general American population. 

The only national data source for the study of Jewish demographic pat
terns is the National Jewish Population Study (NJPS) carried out 
1970-71. This was the first attempt to design a national sample of Ameri
can Jews (Lazerwitz, 1973a, 1978; Massarik, 1973; Massarik and Chen
kin, 1973). Details from this study have not been published, but it should 
provide a major data source in the analysis of American Jewish demo
graphic patterns. 

In addition to the specific limitations of data sources noted above and 
those discussed in our review of demographic processes, three general data
related problems should be noted. 

First, the data available from local Jewish community surveys have of
ten been prepared for local planning purposes rather than for scientific 
analysis. The secondary use of these materials for reviews and comparisons 
among Jewish communities has been limited to these published reports. 
There is a need to more fully exploit these data for the comparative analy
sis of Jewish communities and prepare more detailed, comparable data 
tabulations. More consistent and comparable data collection and prepara
tion should be encouraged in future studies. The lack of full data exploita
tion is not limited to local Jewish community studies. More systematic 
detailed analysis is needed of U.S. census materials, particularly past cen
suses focusing on those reporting Yiddish as their mother tongue and simi
lar data for the 1970 census. Given the limited data available and the high 
cost and problems associated with collecting new data, efforts should be 
made to exploit data already collected. 

Second, because much of what is known about Jewish demographic pat
terns is based on local Jewish surveys designed to meet local community 
needs, selected areas of demographic inquiry have been neglected. Ques
tions regarding emigration, details on selected sectors of the Jewish popu
lation (e.g. the young, nonmarried, elites, and the intermarried), or on 
selected subcommunities (e.g. Hasidic Jews or Israelis) have not been ad
dressed systematically. Often available data have determined the analytic 
questions social scientists ask rather than the other way around. Some is
sues may be clarified when the results of the NJPS are published and eval
uated. But even these data have limitations for the analysis of Jewish 
population dynamics. 

Third, despite the potential of 1 
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Third, despite the potential of the NJPS, its value will remain limited if 
it is not part of a continuing series of studies conducted on a regular basis 
in coming decades (cf. Goldstein, 1973a). The American Jewish commun
ity is constantly changing, reflecting in part changes in American society 
and in part factors unique to the Jewish community. Already some of the 
data collected in 1970 are outdated - even before they are published. 
There has never been a reliable source of continuous systematic data to 
evaluate the changing demographic patterns of American Jews. Nor have 
there been longitudinal studies to follow dynamic population processes 
over the life cycle. Rarely have there been repeat surveys of Jewish com
munities to systematically analyze data on structural and compositional 
population changes. As new issues emerge and old issues remain unex
plored there will be need for the continuous search for new data sources 
and ways to exploit those now available. 

Analysis of the demography of Jewish Americans is based on a series of 
bits and pieces from national and local Jewish community studies of vary
ing degrees of quality, for different periods of time, and for limited demo
graphic issues. Population growth and distribution data for Jews are based 
on cumulative estimates that have an unknown range of error (Schmelz, 
1969). General sample surveys include demographic details for analysis 
and allow comparisons between Jews and other ethnic populations, but the 
number of Jewish respondents is small. Jewish sample surveys include a 
larger number of Jewish cases but usually do not include comparative data 
on non-Jewish population, often details on specific issues (e.g. fertility or 
migration) are not included, and issues of sample design, particularly full 
coverage of the Jewish population, remain problematic. Social scientists 
have attempted to use these data sources in supplementary and comple
mentary ways and have pieced together the advantages of each of these 
sources to provide a basis for evaluating American Jewish demographic 
patterns. Relative to other areas of scientific inquiry about modern Ameri
can Jews, demographic patterns are among the most consistently reported 
and best documented. 

Jewish Population Size and Growth 

The absence of reliable national data on Jewish population size and 
growth, historically and in the contemporary period, prevents a clear as
sessment of this basic demographic issue. For estimates, we must rely on 
data put together from various local communities and from estimates and 
guesses from a variety of sources. These have been published regularly in 
the American Jewish Year Book (see the review by Goldstein, 1971). Only 
the highlights of these well-known data will be reviewed. 
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Starting with an estimated Jewish population of 1,200 in 1790, Jewish 
population growth increased to about 50,000 by 1848 and to slightly less 
than a quarter of a million before the mass migrations from Eastern Eu
rope. Reflecting high rates of immigration and natural increase, the Jewish 
population in the United States increased to over one million by the turn of 
the twentieth century and to over four million by the mid-1920s. Jewish 
population growth during this period was greater than for the American 
population as a whole and hence the proportion of Jews to the total U.S. 
population increased from one-tenth of one percent in 1840 to 3.6 percent 
in 1927. By 1950, the American Jewish population was estimated at five 
million - a one hundred-fold increase in a century. 

The American Jewish population "explosion" ended in the mid-1930s as 
the level of Jewish immigration from Eastern Europe declined substan
tially with quota restrictions a decade earlier and fertility levels of second
generation Jews plummeted to replacement levels during the economic 
depression. It is likely that the Jewish population of the United States has 
not yet attained the six-million mark. Estimates of Jewish population size 
from the N JPS of 1970-71 are around 5,775,000, with a margin of error of 
almost a quarter of a million on either side. 

Since the mid-1930s the Jewish population has grown slowly and during 
the last decade - taking into account the whole range of demographic 
processes affecting growth (mortality, fertility, immigration, emigration, 
and net losses due to out-marriages) - the Jewish population hovers at 
zero population growth or perhaps slightly below. Because Jewish popula
tion growth has been slower than that of American society as a whole, the 
proportion of Jews in America has declined to less than 2.7 percent accord
ing to American Jewish Year Book estimates in 1979. This is the lowest 
proportion since the first decade of the twentieth century. 

The decline in the proportion of Jews and the attainment of zero popula
tion growth has concerned some American Jewish community leaders. 
Fears about the vanishing of American Jewry, the political significance of 
declining numbers, and the absence of vitality and growth in the Jewish 
community have been repeatedly expressed. The issue of Jewish demo
graphic vitality has called into question broader issues of Jewish survival in 
modern society. While these broader issues are important to raise and the 
connections between demographic processes and the quality of American 
Jewish life are strong, much of the concern seems misplaced. American 
Jews have never constituted a large segment of the U.S. population nor 
have their political or economic powers been functions of population size. 
America has become the world Jewish demographic center as a result of 
the combined impact of population growth through mass immigration 
from Eastern Europe between 1880 and the 1920s and the destruction of 
European Jewry in World War II. It is not likely that this population cen
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trality will be overtaken by any other Jewish community in the world 
including Israe1- for the rest of this century. 

American Jewry is not about to die or vanish either demographically or 
sociologically. The American Jewish population may be experiencing some 
small decline in size, but it is changing in composition, characteristics, and 
distribution. Concerns about quantitative survival nationally are much less 
real than problems of growth, size, and structure of local Jewish communi
ties. The future of American Jewish life is less tied to the question of its 
demographic survival than to which subsections or segments of the Jewish 
community will survive and what will be the quality of Jewish life for most 
American Jews (for a more elaborate discussion of this issue see Gold
scheider, 1978). The demography of American Jews is an integral part of 
the social, political, cultural, and economic processes of the American Jew
ish community. This is not only because Jewish demographic processes are 
reflective of Jewish social life, but demographic processes and structure 
have implications for Jewish communities and Jewish identification. 

Jewish Immigration to the United States 

Much has been written about Jewish immigration to the United States 
and indeed immigration has shaped American Jewish social and demo
graphic history. While the number of Jewish immigrants has been some
what differently reported in various sources (cf. Hersch, 1949; 
Lestschinsky, 1960; American Jewish Year Book, 1977), there is consen
sus on the following major themes: 

Between 1820 and 1870 an estimated 50,000 German Jews immigrated 
to America. Their socioeconomic background is difficult to determine from 
existing data but most probably they came from the commercial classes, 
since both the proportion of professionals and artisans among German 
Jewry was small (Lestschinsky, 1960). Their socioeconomic background, 
social mobility, geographic dispersion, and prior exposure to secularization 
resulted in rapid integration in American society. By the second generation 
German Jews had moved further away from traditional Judaism, signifi
cant proportions were intermarrying, and rapid assimilation seems to have 
occurred. Many of the second and subsequent generations of German Jews 
fully assimilated to American society, although the extent and nature of 
these changes have not been clearly documented. As German Jews in 
America faced the growing number of Eastern European migrants, their 
importance (at least demographically) diminished. For a variety of reasons 
associated with the attitudes of American society toward the growing num
ber of Jewish immigrants at the turn of the century and their impact on the 
American Jewish community, Jews of German origin in America slowly 
changed, and in some ways became more "Jewish" than they had been 
(Glazer, 1960). 
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Beginning in the 1870s and increasingly after 1881, a mass migration of 
Eastern European Jews took place. Between 1881 and 1924 approximately 
2.5 million Jews from Eastern Europe immigrated to the United States. 
Immigration and natural increase enlarged the American Jewish popula
tion from less than a quarter of a million in 1880 to over 4 million in the 
mid-1920s. While mass immigration did not begin until 1881, estimates of 
Eastern European Jewish immigration suggest that approximately 
100,000 Eastern European Jews immigrated to the United States before 
then - 70,000 during 1871-80 and 30,000 during 1820-70 (Lestschinsky, 
1960). 

The overwhelming majority of Eastern European Jewish immigrants 
remained permanently in the United States. Sex ratio data, the proportion 
of children, and data on families all point in this direction. Direct estimates 
indicate that of the more than one million Jewish immigrants in 1908-25 
only 52,000 emigrated from the United States - about 5 percent. This 
compares to 40 percent of the Poles and 50 percent of the Russians who 
were not Jewish who emigrated and to 56 percent of the Italian immigrants 
who returned to Italy. Even one-sixth of the French and English immi
grants returned - three times as high as Jewish return migration (Lests
chinsky, 1960, table 5). Jewish immigrants were exceptional in their 
permanent settlement in America relative to other immigrants. 

The mass immigration of Eastern European Jews to America converted 
the American Jewish community from an insignificant minority too small 
to establish anything more complex than localized Jewish communal life to 
a national American subcommunity (Goldstein and Goldscheider, 1968). 
By the end of this mass immigration, the German and Sephardic Jews no 
longer constituted the dominant Jewish communities in America but were 
submerged by the overwhelming numbers of East European immigrants. 

The demographic dominance of Eastern European Jews has had impli
cations for the internal changes associated with Jewish American integra
tion. The transition from an immigrant subsociety to an Americanized 
secondo, third-, and fourth-generation American ethnic group has been the 
master theme in the sociology and demography of American Jews. In the 
1970s, approximately 80 percent of the Jewish population was native born 
and half of those were at least third-generation Jews. Generational status 
is a key axis along which vary the range of demographic and social pro
cesses of American Jews and the character of American Jewish communi
ties. Generational changes in residential location, family structure and 
size, intermarriage, social class (education, occupation, and income), reli
gious identification, and measures of Jewish religiosity and commitment 
have been analyzed for various Jewish communities. Variations and 
changes by distance from the immigrant generation provide the most im
portant clues about processes of Jewish American assimilation and accul
turation. 
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While the U.S. immigrant quota legislation ended mass immigration 
from Eastern Europe in the mid-1920s, Jewish immigration did not cease 
entirely. Between 1925 and World War II almost a quarter of a million 
Jews arrived, many of them refugees and escapees from Central Europe. 
From a demographic and sociostructural point of view these immigrants 
not only contributed to the population growth of American Jewry but were 
in occupations quite different from those of immigrant masses from East
ern Europe. 

Between 1944 and 1959 about 192,000 Jewish immigrants entered the 
United States and an additional 129,000 immigrated between 1959 and 
1975. Altogether, from World War II to 1975 over 320,000 Jews immi
grated to the United States. These immigrants confronted a well-estab
lished Jewish community that had already numbered over 4 million by the 
mid-1920s and had developed communal organizations and social institu
tions. On the one hand mass Jewish migration and subsequent generational 
patterns define the character of the American Jewish community. On the 
other hand the continuous immigration stream after the 1920s cannot be 
dismissed either demographically or sociologically. 

It is not clear what proportion of these recent immigrants follows the 
generational model of change characteristic of Eastern European immi
grants. Some were affected by social changes characteristic of particular 
periods shaped by the character of the children and grandchildren of East
ern European immigrants. Others may have remained outside the bounda
ries of these generational changes, particularly the Hasidic, Israeli 
Americans, and the select number of orthodox German immigrants. 

From the mid-1950s until the mid-1970s Jewish immigration to the 
United States averaged 8,000 annually. This may be a conservative esti
mate based on immigrants assisted by HIAS and an estimate of assisted to 
nonassisted immigrants of an earlier period (Goldstein, 1973a). Several 
tens of thousands of former Israeli residents have settled in the United 
States in recent decades. Some initially came as students and some have 
stayed illegally. Many have neither been recorded in official immigration 
statistics nor have they been assisted by American or international immi
gration organizations. There has been a significant increase in Soviet Jew
ish immigration in the last several years. In 1973, for example, only 1,449 
Soviet Jews immigrated to America (about 15 percent of the estimated to
tal Jewish immigration to the United States). In 1974, the number of So
viet Jewish immigrants doubled to 3,490 (almost 30 percent of estimated 
Jewish immigration to America) and increased to 5,250 in 1975 (Edelman, 
1977). Data for the last several years are not readily available; it is safe to 
assume that there has been a significant increase in the number of Soviet 
Jewish immigrants to the United States as the number leaving the Soviet 
Union increases and the proportion of those receiving exit visas who immi
grate to Israel decreases. 
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One of the immediate consequences of this recent Jewish immigration 
- and indeed the immigration of Jews to the United States since the 1960s 
- has been to change the balance of demographic processes in the Ameri
can Jewish community. In a crude and preliminary attempt to assess the 
demographic importance of recent Jewish immigration to the United 
States, a series of estimates of births, deaths, and net immigration were 
prepared for the period 1967-69 (see Appendix). These estimates reveal 
that Jewish immigration to the United States may have more than bal
anced the negative growth resulting from the excess of deaths over births. 
Whether net Jewish immigration also compensates for losses due to Jewish 
out-marriages is difficult to assess until more complete data are available. 
The significance of recent Jewish immigration for the demography of 
American Jews has been underestimated. There is a need for specific re
search to focus on long-term demographic and sociological consequences of 
both Israeli and Soviet immigration. 

Emigration of Jews from America 

To complete the picture of the role of migration in shaping Jewish popu
lation changes in the United States, Wt'! gMm8'MiJfe IlM~ftiy~ ... 

""gxai~~m.t<Jewjsh.~tiOftyc.mAmertc.~ Earlier research 
on the emigration (or return migration) of Eastern European Jews who 
came to America reveals the very low proportions of Jewish return migra
tion. This is not surprising given the general integration of Jews in Amer
ica, their social mobility, the socioeconomic opportunity structure of 
American society, ideological and normative characteristics of America as 
the haven for those who have been religiously and politically oppressed, the 
relative absence of institutional anti-Semitism, and for most Jewish immi
grants, the lack of viable alternatives in terms of returning to Eastern or 
Central Europe. 
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6,315 potential immigrants), annual levels have declined. In 1977, 2,571 
American Jews immigrated to Israel - 279 immigrants and 2,292 poten
tial immigrants (Israel, Statistical Abstract, 1978). 

The level of American aliya to Israel relative to the population size of 
American Jewry has been minuscule. However, given the delicate balance 
of factors affecting American jewish population growth, even the emigra
tion of small numbers may have demographic significance. Barring unfore
seen and unpredictable circumstances, no mass aliya of Jewish Americans 
can be expected to occur in the near future. This is because alongside the 
near universal American Jewish concern for Israel lies the almost unani
mous Jewish commitment to America. 

In addition to the question of the number of Jewish emigrants from 
America to Israel is the selectivity of that immigration~e8el'lf'e'A,...has 
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From the point of view of the American Jewish population this selectivity, 
however small in number, may dilute selected Jewish communities of the 
more committed younger American Jews and potential Jewish leadership. 
~hc4)i_~~.~,-Amcrieaa"aJijla.Jnigbt··.u~~·'3mk~ce 
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.iO~i~y..-\ continuous monitoring of these patterns seems justified in terms 
of the demographic and sociological interdependence of these two major 
Jewish communities. 

Population Distribution: Regional Patterns 

Of greater importance than issues of national Jewish population size and 
growth are changes in its distribution. ~patklFB''8hJewi&h~tnuDigftltioD 

_u4,~ttlewept_~ti>~·,.ia..a.;.Jewish·PQ~lien-,.neentrariolt·m-Idle 
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~"fI't 1930, American Jewish Year Book estimates show that 68 per
cent of the Jewish population was concentrated in the Northeast and 60
 
percent was in the Middle Atlantic states. Less than 20 percent were in the
 
North Central region and only 4.6 percent were in the West. Particularly
 
affected by immigration and settlement were areas in the South that con

tained only 7.6 percent of the American Jewish population, a decline of
 
almost 50 percent from 1900. .
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Table 1.1 Regional growth -patter__ 
Estimates of Regional Distribution of the American Jewish Population, 

1968 and 1978 migration -patterni-.9f.e, MEiAlia 
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,..<Dle!lt aml~t+t(Goldstein, 1971). 
Recent estimates presented in Table 1.1 show that these regional pat

terns have continued over the last decade. In 1978, 59 percent of the Amer
ican Jewish population lived in the Northeast, a decline of 8.3 percent from 
1968. This represents a greater decline than for the American population 
as a whole (5.8 percent for the decade). Smaller declines may be noted for 
the North Central region.~~~:;;}fas 
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are based on estimates of population prepared by the American Jewish 
Year Book and may understate the amount of changes occurring.) 
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'~. Such selective migration has an impact on areas of traditional Jewish 
concentration not only in terms of reducing population size but in the resul
tant age composition of these communities. The changing redistribution of 
the Jewish population by region may also imply migration to areas of lower 
Jewish population density. Changes in the density of Jewish population 
and the specific impact of migration are major demographic processes that 
have not received sufficient research attention. 

A recent study of the geographic distribution and change of the Ameri
can Jewish population (1952-71, by counties) shows some important de
tails on changing Jewish population concentration (Newman and 
Halvorson, 1979). First, out of over 3,000 counties included in the analysis 
of the continental United States, Jews are concentrated in only 504. For 
the rest of the counties, there were either no Jews or less than 100. Jews are 
far less dispersed than eight Protestant denominations included in the 
study, despite the fact that several of them are markedly smaller in total 
numbers. Second, much of the highest Jewish growth during 1952-71 oc
curred outside of the traditional counties of Jewish population concentra
tion. A total of 77 counties containing Jews were added in that period. A 
large part of this pattern reflects suburbanization within metropolitan 
areas and regional declines. Third, in both 1952 and 1971, the Jewish pop
ulation was far more concentrated than the total population but was be
coming more dispersed over time. The extent to which young Jews have 
recently moved to nonmetropolitan areas of the United States and small 
towns is largely unknown. Since American Jewish Year Book estimates 
are based on reports from organized Jewish communities, they are not 
likely to cover these segments of American Jewry. 

Jewisb Population Density and Migration 

The disproportionate concentration of Jews in particular metropolitan 
areas is a well-known feature of American Jewish demography. The differ
ential impact of population concentration and dispersal on local institu
tions and organizations has been noted in a variety of studies (Goldstein, 
1971). In terms of the vitality of local Jewish communities, migration and 
population redistribution are of greater significance perhaps than any 
other single demographic factor. The dispersal of Jews within metropolitan 
areas and in new communities throughout the United States is of critical 
importance since there are clear implications of differential Jewish density 
levels for Jewish survival - demographically and sociologically. Migra
tion and population dispersal have increased among third- and fourth-gen
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eration Jews, particularly those highly educated and in professional and 
salaried occupations. Changes in the occupational structure of Jews, in the 
labor market, and the educational level of young Jewish men and women 
may result in greater future mobility. There are indications that the migra
tion of Jewish Americans is greater than for the total American population 
and that rates have increased in the last decade among third- and fourth
generation Jews (Goldstein, 1971, 1979b). 

The nonrootedness of the young generations and the movement away 
from centers of Jewish concentration - regionally and within metropoli
tan areas - are among the major determinants of lower levels of Jewish 
commitment. To be sure, the willingness to move to areas of low Jewish 
population density already implies lower levels of Jewish commitment. 
Nevertheless, areas of low Jewish population density have had in the past 
important consequences for Jewish identity, Jewish community participa
tion, intermarriage, and lower rates of Jewish continuity. Although the 
major centers of Jewish concentration are likely to remain and new centers 
of high Jewish density will emerge, it is likely that significant proportions 
of fourth-generation Jews will be living in areas of lower Jewish concentra
tion. Their mobility and residential environment imply a weakening of 
Jewish community ties and a challenge to Jewish continuity in these areas. 

Jewish communities and subcommunities are undergoing significant 
structural changes in age composition because of a combination of selec
tive out-migration and low fertility rates. Neighborhoods of major centers 
of Jewish concentration have become heavily weighted toward the older 
segments of the age pyramid as have new retirement centers around the 
country. These areas have little potential for Jewish population renewal 
except through selective immigration. Yet it seems less likely that fourth
generation Jews will move to areas of Jewish concentration as they age and 
retire, given their pattern of residential integration throughout their life 
cycle. In short, a variety of areas of both low Jewish density and high den
sity with an older population will decline in the next generation and then 
disappear. Jewish demographic survival is likely to be most pronounced in 
the large metropolitan centers of Jewish concentration - old and new. 

The importance of migration for understanding the Jewish community 
rests with several important considerations. First, migration has an impact 
on the size and composition of areas of origin and destination. Second, mi
gration in the recent period seems to be away from areas of heavy Jewish 
concentration. In turn, the degree of Jewish population dispersal affects 
the quality and intensity of Jewish identification. Third, the migrant and 
the repeat migrant tend to be less attached to local Jewish communities 
and institutions. Finally, migration patterns may affect relationships be
tween members of extended families in a variety of ways. While geo
graphic mobility does not necessarily eliminate extended family ties, it 
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tends to alter their quality and intensity. These issues are central to an 
understanding of the demography of American Jews and have not been 
systematically investigated. 

National migration data for the Jewish population are not available 
from any official source and only preliminary reports have been available 
to date from the NJPS. Local community studies have provided some in
sight into the amount of residential mobility within selected metropolitan 
areas (Goldstein, 1971, 1973a), but these have limited value for gauging 
out-migration. Indicative of the high rates of mobility, preliminary data 
from the NJPS found that only 62 percent of the Jewish population aged 
20 and over in 1970 were still living in the same city in which they resided 
in 1965. The rates of mobility are even higher among young Jews: of those 
25-39, over half changed their city of residence at least once in 1965-70 
and over 20 percent lived in a different state. Even among the elderly aged 
65 and over, 30 percent had moved within a five-year period (reported in 
Goldstein, 1979b). 

In one state, data show very high absolute rates of Jewish out-migration 
and higher rates relative to other religious and ethnic subgroups. Over 70 
percent of the Jewish children of couples interviewed in Rhode Island 
(1967-69) migrated out of the state compared to less than half of the Prot
estant and about one-third of the Catholic children. Among Jewish fathers 
with some college education the proportion of children migrating out of the 
state was even higher. Even controlling for educational level, out-migration 
is higher among Jews (Kobrin and Goldscheider, 1978). While out-migra
tion from one area implies immigration to other areas, the long-term con
sequences of such geographic mobility for patterns of social and cultural 
life - in neighborhoods, communities, states, and regions - requires re
search attention. While migration may have limited implications for mor
tality and fertility at the individual level, migration selectivity has 
important consequences for levels of mortality and fertility of specific 
areas and, in turn, for population growth and structure. 

Jewisb Mortality Patterns 

"I Uil~ [die B.' 88 opHeim ~lt,,"~ m. _ ttr&:SMldy'rmc t'ftmt'tAf"'h CiS.a ".. 
.It 8i.8Im.Yr.ntL~.. 81Dldflee;~~lhM8tlfttil a4Wlb..IHI, i of_, 
= Jildi8jeyH.~,.."'tltJ!!Jl'f lec<fl"g ~e""e!lr'f'ffltjmJl "ll'I.4fjl!f·~~ 

.MillJl~iif"" It idl IUitalil" I•.1:0 sillenGs uh'._t li.ti'Mati"'i....... 
msga..ll8flftlff9t lte¥t!letped teulmiqutSOOM......a68 "9' talit, ._ slim ,t 

.,ttl 11&1109& ...,2B8II1_ While these techniques have been applied in 
historical demographic research and in developing countries, no attempt 
has been made to use them for estimating national mortality rates for 
Jews. Nor have there been follow-back surveys of the families of deceased 
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persons to obtain information on socioeconomic and demographic charac
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Data constraints have been discouraging even to the most persistent and 
ingenious demographers. Nevertheless, there remains a series of basic de
mographic and'sociological questions associated with Jewish mortality that 
merit investigation. These questions cover a wide range of topics from his
torical trends in national Jewish mortality rates to socioeconomic and de
mographic differentials in Jewish mortality; from the consequences of 
mortality for American Jewish social structure to the role, if any, of spe
cific Jewish values and practices associated with death and dying. The 
whole area of research on the relationship between morbidity and mortal
ity has been neglected. 

Over a decade ago, a detailed review of Jewish mortality research in 
America concluded that "identification as a Jew continues to affect the life 
chances of individuals" (Goldstein and Goldscheider, 1968, p. 151). Then 
as now, documentation of this generalization is problematic and the analy
sis of specific reasons underlying Jewish mortality trends and variations 
must remain speculative until more systematic and comprehensive re
search is undertaken. 

Trends and Differentials in American Jewish Fertility 

In contrast to the paucity of data on Jewish mortality patterns:_ Mi-. 
. P!UgI_ .... "'.ldWW 5,"U~ iwliliMi ialiu l¥lIJhiiliiWa AIL 'aa~ 
:fewmt'fe'~"IMMm¥"t r!ieet!1MM:i:~.ia dmij.,A.lthough each data 
source has limitations, taken together the data have been remarkably cu
mulative and allow for a more comprehensive analysis of trends and differ
entials in Jewish fertility. Because we know more about Jewish fertility 
patterns in America, the analytic questions raised have become more so
.phisticated and the issues more complex. This in turn demands even more 
systematic and detailed research. The investigation of fertility generally 
involves more complex theoretical and methodological problems than mor
tality analysis. While mortality levels in contemporary America remain 
low with only small annual fluctuations, and mortality differentials have 
narrowed and declined in importance, such is not the case for fertility.~ 
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The centrality of fertility for population growth and the relationship be

tween family structure and fertility have made the study of fertility in gen

eral, and Jewish fertility in particular, of major analytic concern for 
sociologists and demographers. An analysis of the demographic vitality of 
the""IRCi it!ll'ft'~'el'fflf1i'iWtrit"l'M"1I"qF_.Ia.II&l ...femi'~ h~a~_.~h 

'NN iStJUMfI_i"L.a_h"'~Mrie"'nd_II: 81l1li 
To place in perspective the highlights of what we know about Jewish fer


tility, a brief review of data sources and their limitations is necessary. This
 
provides the basis for assessing major trends and differentials in Jewish
 
fertility and evaluating what types of further research should be carried
 
out. While some of this review duplicates the discussion of data sources on
 
American Jewish demography presented earlier, studies of Jewish fertility
 
have been more extensive and detailed and merit separate treatment.
 

Data Sources on Jewish Fertility 

~~.-...~.".,"..,..~ 

....iiit" nationally and in local communities (see reviews in Goldscheider,
 
1967; Goldscheider, 1971; Goldstein, 1971, 1973a, 1979a).
 

Official Government Statistics. Data on religious affiliation or preference 
have never been included in American decennial censuses. lwd,reet=Ahu 
_t:e8~1ww_."·id't;""IIJ"t1S_... _1!'fi'fll!t.J~_Mt 

_1l~I$li·dMft"i''(1tI_.¥.1rJ.il'l~idiii._sM.*' "'Mii~~.,~,,.. 

.lift'lft~It"1(tttlSlliaftl.ft@.tfllillCiulltige-~-~a 
1IIIIM1Ii....,."fM:MJro..·;jW:~!~- Ie h&""-tbnI edatw, p'....<i 
_1I1.,.W~''''' ••I.:atiR@IqI.*i.l.h *ilti*!! .lId. J.lll th_i; 
""lmr~-"""1echkR""'~"-" n.iM:rio: (Goldberg, 1948, 
1962; Rosenthal, 1975). In the past, analysis of these data has been limited
 
to published data. Recent advances in computer technology and the grow

ing availability of selected census tapes for specific minority groups may
 
allow for a more detailed historical reevaluation of these data. In the 1970
 
United States Census, mother-tongue data including Yiddish were col

lected, as were data on fertility. While these data are now available on spe

cial computer tapes, they have not been exploited. While providing only a
 
partial picture of national Jewish fertility, they remain useful for compari

sons between Jews and others.
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·~J'~·dlltft!""'~~ (Goldstein, 1969; Glick, 1960;
 
Rosenthal, 1961 )~I{I,eft~h;fet'ti:t~ ..~ S.B .•C' ...",.."ine,g.. 

",witft:>1!~'dif~!II' lft&imM'§~'~iftlet"e'M'i!dl!~~"'t'ft;iiI!tsRi" f'Jtl98il!He.
 
Only one state census has included a question on religion and fertility (the
 
Rhode Island Census of 1905). Only crude data were published (Gold

scheider, 1967) but the original records are available and may be useful for
 
some historical-demographic research.
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~.:wRi_limitai (Goldstein, 1978).
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~,~AMh.ee_'l?~,.'tft; ttfe'~;:'~evertheless,they
 
represent an important comparative basis for examining Jewish fertility
 
patterns, These studies have been reviewed in several publications (Gold

scheider, 1967, 1971; Goldstein and Goldscheider, 1968; Goldstein, 1971,
 
1979a) and provide confirmatory evidence that supplements other official
 
and Jewish community data sources. Other general surveys, based on the
 
total population, have included questions on religion and fertility but
 
again, the small number of cases for Jewish women in the reproductive pe

riod precludes detailed analysis, Gallup and NORC polls are therefore of
 
minimum utility for an analysis of Jewish fertility (cf, Goldstein, 1979a on
 
combined NORC data, Table 2),
 

Jewish Community Surveys.4'ke~:eet""an&'*IlPreiteRsF'~'I0Qf'
 

'lhw~W~~""'~le~'~"beon,~4'r0m-'~
 

...,mpl.e;~1~1!tf'E!l!Mlm\1'ftittos. The quality of these data vary 
enormously in terms of sample design and coverage and in terms of details 
available on fertility trends and variations among Jews,4i'heH,dat.,."'¥> 
¥_limited<·,~~~~t,.~~ 

~~~~(for an exception see Lazerwitz, 
1973b), fif6i 'fiJroe'i1~rm'5h'reni",,~elii_l.aila,.,_.f~JliiM.p,ah;~ 

"if8~btiftt>~I.IIt~~[,,~e~'tmml"~jOGi*rxtU8incw), The
 
most comprehensive use of these surveys has been for an analysis of cohort
 
fertility trends and a variety of socioeconomic and religious differentials
 
(Goldscheider, 1965a, b, c, 1966, 1967, 1971; Goldstein, 1971, 1973b,
 
1979a), The degree to which patterns analyzed for local communities
 
characterize national trends remains an open question, Details on Jewish
 
fertility from the NJPS have not been analyzed. This latter source should
 
provide valuable evidence on trends and differentials in Jewish fertility at
 
the national level.
 

Each of these data sources has limitations and analysis based solely on
 
anyone of them is problematic. Nevertheless, picking up the various pieces
 
of evidence from these studies, a remarkably consistent picture of Jewish
 
fertility emerges. There continue to be gaps in our knowledge about Jewish
 
fertility trends and differentials that will require new research efforts
 
based on new data sets and reanalyses of data sources now available, The
 
substantive review of American Jewish fertility will focus on four major
 
themes: (1) the trend and level of Jewish fertility; (2) explanations of Jew

ish/non-Jewish differences in fertility; (3) socioeconomic and religious
 
variations in Jewish fertility; (4) areas of neglected research associated
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with Jewish fertility. A related theme on changes in family structure will 
be reviewed in a separate section. 

Levels and Trends in Jewish Fertility 

'!Jin ~~ee...~l'.nl.Q._.-4J.jtllli.~li<~. 

"'bQ1tipMn ·_.j_~·~'\li.l 11 .8I'e'~ ...Ulit)l. 
··~·~~fi':~ionc_'1t~:(B':'otl1torletHtfil ~ The ma
jor fertility and community studies available as well as data from official
 
government statistics have consistently confirmed this observation for a
 
wide range of fertility and related measures. Indicators of fertility norms,
 
desires, and expectations, family size, annual birth and reproduction rates,
 
contraceptive knowledge and practices, family planning, and the timing of
 
reproduction all point in the same direction: 'JeW istl co pi 5'want,:cfJbm;8Ilfil..
 
~mttlU·ia.ili_j' ...tit,""R'lngt~M''''"'''n~lltt:eIfiI~.i." 
lt8'_t~._~~~~ 

~-dewiMtfit.iij~mot·a4'1'ew'-A.mel'ieImpMt«tllAs far as can be dis

cerned from the available data, particularly by marriage cohort, fiMae.~
 

riMS! 1ff5ftilft" 'tt!ptHeeiftem~'" t'ertint,. .1M's .rllu'BIi~.,~,Iill.
 
4IlM'riage~m¥t!''lM''''Uc''18i8049i28lwtM&ilia~(II~~UbMe 

...~;{Goldscheider, 1966)'WNel!1;""a 1F18e4811 i.a fanH.) m:e'~~ 

.·....i"M!:WMe'~8M":~IfMM"e@tll"'g;t8~.hih"IUi~~~ 

·....,_t"eMt'.~~~~"ileIt~m.ii·.@.(~. 

...JA.._4Ut..,,_,~.,.._rd'M·_AAM~~ji......a.D" 
~~~. The decline and postwar increase are indicated not only by 
average family size but by specific parity data as well. 

The decline in fertility inferred from these cross-sectional data parallel 
similar inferences from census data on Polish and Russian women who re
ported Yiddish as their mother tongue in the 1940 U.S. Census (Goldberg, 
1948). These data suggest that the decline in~y,.f8i"'1Jew'8"Wft!If~ 

......iM'*t..~~. Similarly, the post-World War II increase 
seems to have been less than that characterizing the White population as a 
whole. 

Similar prewar declines and postwar increases were reported when fam
ily size was examined by generational and age-generational groupings. The 
increase in family size among third-generation Jews may have been fol
lowed by a subsequent downturn, particularly for marriage cohorts of the 
1960s and 1970s. This would parallel what has happened in the American 
population in general. Some limited period data on annual births of Jews in 
1967-69 point in that direction. It is unclear whether these period rates 
will reflect eventual family size or whether changes in the timing and 
tempo of childbearing have pushed these annual rates to unprecedented 
low levels (cf. Goldstein, 1979a). 
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""i,xflmin!ti{)If'"Ofthe<~.•·tWmal'riedcf~Y'diff«,Y9m~ • 
.....llfewi8h~a...~.tI¥.,jj. ....~lQQ"·p·di·-Flf!'J~I't"'fiO!

~Mtl.,s_~~~_M'~

~"",!,ml'Y1'm"'M'e'~1ft"'itl~.",A1e.I_..pe~may4i{iCl"irom 

'.''GI'8S8~~~_~l,,_.thr£a''Both perspectives are neces
sary for a full examination of fertility levels. ,;rhe~mWat~,oi,,fami1¥,.,, 

~dM~.&IIM"@l di...._8I8'oftWeIReJIII~"""I'OU~"'r'" 

~~~lIl.lIJJlttai--'rAieMfot .","etol!Ma~si_.""~ 

""'.:t.~~~fuft'·MP~~. Cohort data of this type have not 
been available for recent marriage cohorts among Jews. 

Another view examines annual birth rates or other period measures that
 
relate to family formation and childbearing at particular periods, irrespec

tive of the ages or cohorts of women giving birth or their previous child

bearing experience. Examining births in a given year, for example, related
 
to births occurring to women in a variety of childbearing stages and from
 
various marriage cohorts. Included in an annual rate of fertility are women
 
completing their childbearing as well as those just beginning and those in
 
the middle stages. Average family size among ever-married Jewish women
 
may remain relatively stable while annual Jewish birth rates fluctuate
 
greatly.
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women declines significantly and delayed childbearing within marriage 
takes place, a family size of 2-3 children will not necessarily imply annual 
population replacement rates. While the long-run trend in Jewish fertility 
among married couples is toward the two-child family, annual fertility 
rates during the 1960s and early 1970s may have been distorted by timing 
and marriage changes. 

Further accentuating this pattern of the changing tempo of childbearing 
for the Jewish population during this latter period (rather than average 
family size for ever-married women) is the fact that the number of Jewish 
women of childbearing age may have been significantly lower in the 1960s. 
Most Jewish women marrying in the 1960s were born in the late 1930s and 
early 1940s. The number of Jewish babies born during that period was 
probably significantly lower than in the previous period or the subsequent 
post-World War II boom. Hence fewer Jewish women were around to 
have children. A substantial part of the explanation of very low annual 
Jewish birth rates in the last decade may lie in these combined changes in 
the timing of family formation and childbearing and in the number of Jew
ish persons entering the childbearing period. Nevertheless, replacement 
levels for those who marry is not synonymous with replacement levels for 
the population as a whole, particularly if a growing proportion of women 
do not marry or delay marriage. 
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<ftt'ttt'iUet. Further research must attempt to more systematically document
 
both cohort and period rates of fertility, particularly for younger, recently
 
married Jewish couples.
 

Explanations ofJewish Fertility 

The low absolute and relative levels of Jewish fertility are consistent
 
with the general socioeconomic and residential characteristics of Jews in
 
the United States. The concentration of American Jews in particular sta

tuses and residential locations associated with low fertility supports this
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Jewish fertility levels are integral to the socioeconomic and urban

metropolitan characteristics of the Jewish population. Several pieces of ev

idence, however, suggest that such an explanation is incomplete. First,
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There is no clear consensus among social scientists as to what these addi

tional factors might be. Some have argued that social mobility factors are
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.~ial_eWtth~~While not neglecting social characteristics, 
social mobility, and changing roles and statuses of Jewish women, this view 
suggests that the "uniqueness" of Jewish fertility relates to the particular 
position of Jews in the social structure. 

The combination of minority group status and the interpretatiqp of re
lated values and statuses within that framework helps to account not only 
for the unique American Jewish patterns but relates as well to other Amer
ican minority groups (e.g. Japanese- and Chinese-Americans) and to com
parative-historical research of Jews (and other minorities). There has 
never been a systematic test of the role of minority group status in account
ing for Jewish fertility levels or alternative theories explaining Jewish fer
tility. To do so would require research focused on this issue (Goldscheider, 
1967,1971), 

Differentials in Jewish Fertility 

Given the pattern of low fertility levels and norms among American 
Jews," is ,nMl'Ht:w."...-..Who••'7,tk....t'e".~bglllNfI8'.~_,, 
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sue of differentials in Jewish fertility is hampered by the absence of de
tailed data from most data sources noted above. The analysis of the NJPS 
data when published should help clarify some of these differentials. 

On the basis of the evidence now available it is reasonable to argue that 
there are few major differentiators in the fertility of contemporary Ameri
can Jews.~~~Ah'll:,J?~~~;'~4mtnug. 
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......here is clear evidence of convergence and greater homogeneity in 
the fertility patterns of Jewish couples. The contraction of socioeconomic 
differentials has been viewed as further evidence of the widespread ration
ality with which the majority of contemporary Jews plan their families, the 
absence of rapid upward mobility characteristic of earlier generations, and 
the greater homogeneity of contemporary Jewish social structure. The lack 
of wide class distinctions among third-generation Jews may account for the 
absence of striking fertility differences within the Jewish population 
(Goldscheider, 1967; Goldstein and Goldscheider, 1968; Goldstein, 1973b, 
1979a). 
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'.wra bUB hlf~)t,iauliJ•. Until recently, there has been no reason to pos
tulate that the religious elite of the American Jewish community have
 
viewed issues of family size or planning as high priority.-st!IBtL.r.Q.~,.,
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community. 
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rates of American Jewish population growth may have an effect for se
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patterns.. Research on these subcommunities should be carried out to iden

tify the extent and direction of this phenomenon and its implications for
 
understanding future fertility patterns among Jews.
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(Goldstein and Goldscheider, 1968; Goldstein, 1979a). Fertility differ
ences between the intermarried and nonintermarried seem to be narrower 
among younger couples and may provide some indication of the greater ac
ceptability of intermarried couples within the Jewish community. We shall 
return to this theme in our review of intermarriage. 
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1'ba1t<i'ft'(ut'ban-~ltfI8hi~.Since the number of Jews in 
rural areas is very small, the issue remains whether suburbanization has an 
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Catholic patterns that there is a convergence in fertility among religious 
groups in the suburbs (Zimmer and Goldscheider, 1966). Others have 
argued the case for Jews without empirical evidence (Rosenthal, 1961). 
Some evidence is available indicating that suburban Jewish family size is 
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larger than among Jews residing in urban areas and birth intervals are
 
longer as well (Goldstein and Goldscheider, 1968).
 

It is unclear whether the relatively higher fertility of suburban Jews is a 
reflection of the impact of suburban residence and the equalizing
acculturating effects of the suburbs or whether there is a selective migra
tion to the suburbs of those who want larger families. Some evidence from 
the Providence study suggests that the majority of suburban residents 
moved there after their first child was born. 'Gl"h~tieni&t.fta~jfor, 
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detailed research should pursue this relationship further. Data from the 
NJPS should prove valuable in analyzing this and other differentials re
viewed above. However, in order to analyze these patterns fully, a longitu
dinal research design is necessary. 

Neglected Areas ofResearch in Jewish Fertility 

In the review of trends and differentials in Jewish fertility and the issues 
associated with the explanation of Jewish fertility, we have noted the limi
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~,..:,p~~JH~PQ1Q~~tp~Q91¥~. We also noted the need for research on the
 
fertility of more recently married cohorts and the desirability of longitudi

nal research designs to identify family formation dynamics.
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suggested that having children and socializing them into the minority sub
culture often involves parents in roles and decisions which relate them to 
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the Jewish community and develop or enhance parental Jewish identifica
tion (Sklare and Greenblum, 1967). A more thorough investigation of the 
implications of fertility (not only childless but one- and two-child families) 
for Jewish identification and affiliation of both parents and children over 
the life cycle is required. A related issue focuses on the macro level: What 
are the implications of low fertility for the structure of the Jewish com
munity, for community organizations, and community services? 

The research issues involved in examining the consequences of Jewish 
fertility are complex and new research designs must be developed to cope 
with these issues. It is analytically important to treat the relationship be
tween social structure and fertility as a two-way process where fertility is 
both a consequence and a determinant of social patterns at the individual 
and community levels. The consequences of low Jewish fertility go beyond 
the demographic issues of population growth and structure. Jewish fertility 
patterns have indirect effects on Jewish institutions and families through 
their consequences on population dynamics. They may also have direct 
consequences on socioeconomic, family, religious, and communal institu
tional patterns. 

Jewish Family Structure 

The family functions to maintain group continuity and is one of the basic 
units of socialization and cultural transmission for the next generation. 
Demographic and cultural continuities have been primarily located in the 
family. This is no less true for the Jewish subgroup than for total societies. 
Because of the interdependence of family and other aspects of society, it is 
not unexpected that as broader societal changes unfold, family patterns 
will be altered as well. Several demographic aspects of Jewish family struc
ture will be reviewed below. These include the extent of marriage and non
marriage, the timing of marriage (particularly age at marriage), the 
duration of marriage (divorce, separation, and remarriage), and demo
graphic aspects of extended family patterns (particularly household struc
ture). Research on the size of families and mate selection (specifically 
intermarriage) are reviewed in separate sections of this paper. 

Despite the centrality of family patterns for demographic and sociologi
cal analysis, few detailed studies are available. Some limited information 
may be obtained from the 1957 Current Population Survey data and from 
Jewish community studies and preliminary data published from the NJPS. 
More recent changes based on impressionistic observations require careful 
and detailed research focused on Jewish family structure. 
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These patterns follow the general American population, but at higher aver

age ages. Thus while higher education may have been a factor in the de

layed marriage of women in the pre-World War II period, other factors
 
(such as the greater separation of marriage from early childbearing due to
 
the use of efficient contraception) must be operating in the post-World
 
War II period. Although data are not available for the analysis of changes
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theoretical issues remain. First, since available data are cross-sectional and 
marriage and divorce records do not contain information on religion, the 
dynamics associated with family changes and family formation must be in
ferred. More serious are possible biases associated with the sampling de
sign of Jewish community surveys. These surveys have relied heavily on 
Jewish community master lists. These have been biased toward family 
units and may not have included younger (or older) single persons. Some 
scattered evidence pointing to lack of formal Jewish community affiliation 
among this group would further bias samples focused on the more affili
ated. Finally, it is not clear whether marriage patterns (the extent or tim
ing) and divorce levels are exceptional for Jews compared to the total 
population when the unique socioeconomic and residential characteristics 
of Jews are controlled. As in the explanation of Jewish fertility, it is not 
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clear whether specific Jewish values or particular features of Jewish social 
structure account for these marriage and family patterns or whether they 
reflect the social characteristics of the Jewish population. 

Patterns of household formation and structure, particularly the degree 
of family extension, have never been studied systematically for Jewish 
Americans. Community surveys have revealed the small size of Jewish 
households, mainly reflecting low Jewish fertility. Following the general 
American pattern, nuclear family structure predominates among Jews 
(Goldstein, 1971). Recent research on the American population has 
pointed to changing patterns of household structure, particularly the sig
nificant growth of single-person household units (Kobrin, 1976; Kobrin 
and Goldscheider, 1979). This view examines the proportion of all nuclear 
households and the household structure of nonnuclear family members. 
Research focused on the living arrangements of both the older and younger 
adult ages. has pointed to growing proportions who select the alternative of 
living alone rather than either the nuclear or extended residential arrange
ment. Preliminary evidence from the NJPS shows that 30 percent of 
household heads under age 30 live alone or outside the nuclear or extended 
family pattern (Massarik and Chenkin, 1973). 

The review up to this point has emphasized the research available and its 
limitations up to the 1960s. Recent changes over the last fifteen years that 
may alter this general picture have not been systematically studied. While 
there are some clues to these changes from the N JPS for the youngest mar
riage cohort - particularly the increasing levels of single-person house
hold, delayed marriage, and higher divorce rates - these data may not 
have fully tapped changes in the last decade (Massarik and Chenkin, 
1973). 
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Jews have tended in the past to be in the forefront of major sociodemo

graphic revolutions. American Jews are located in social statuses and geo

graphic locations most responsive to changes in marriage and the family.
 
The high proportion of Jews with college and graduate-level educations,
 
their disproportionate concentration in select metropolitan centers, and
 
their middle-class backgrounds and values place them in the avant-garde
 
of social change. For Jews, the decline of the family may imply additional
 
strains on Jewish social, cultural, and demographic continuity in America.
 
When added to the empirical results of increasing rates of intermarriage
 
and low levels of fertility, changes in marriage and the family are clearly in
 
the direction away from Jewish demographic vitality in America.
 

Demographic Aspects of Jewish Intermarriage 

Much more so than fertility levels or changes in marriage patterns, in

termarriage between Jews and non-Jews has called into question the possi

bility of quantitative and qualitative survival of a small ethnic-religious
 
minority group in an open society. No other issue symbolizes more clearly
 
the conflict between universalism and particularism, between the Ameri

can melting pot and sociocultural universalism and pluralism, between as
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similation and ethnic continuity in American society. The unresolved 
dilemma for American Jewry revolves around traditional values of family 
cohesion, Jewish continuity and endogamy, on the one hand, and the con
sistency between out-marriages and the structural-cultural features of 
American Jewish life, on the other. 

Until the 1960s, the Jewish group in America had been accurately de
scribed as the classic illustration of voluntary group endogamy. Social sci
entists hardly had a basis for questioning Jewish group continuity when 
intermarriage rates were low, Jewish marriage rates high, and family pat
terns among Jews strong and cohesive. Demographic survival issues were 
rarely raised when intermarriage was a marginal feature of American Jew
ish life, even when Jewish fertility patterns fluctuated around replacement 
levels. 
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nificant losses among the young pose a particular demographic threat to a
 
small minority reproducing at replacement levels. The concern of the
 
American Jewish community about population reduction through inter

marriage was not directed to macrodemographic issues that have rarely
 
been fully understood or well documented statisticall~'~i!l-tri.n.,
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4eNJiWOQl. A set of ideological commitments and value patterns reinforces
 
these structural features. Conducive to high rates of intermarriage are
 
egalitarian beliefs, emphasis on liberalism, faith in minority group integra

tion, rejection of ethnocentrism, and commitment to universalism (Sklare,
 
1971). These structural features and cultural values have come to charac

terize the Jewish ethnic group in America.
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Intermarriage (and its sociodemographic consequences) can no longer 
be treated as marginal when it is the result of a deep-rooted sociopolitical 
ideology and value structure and a function of lifestyle, residential pattern, 
and educational and occupational structure. It cannot be ignored within 
the Jewishcommunity when few Jewish families have not experienced in
termarriage directly or through friends and neighbors. 'tlhviiiteiL .f~,., k 
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..~ a9cernwed~J,,_M?8pHh ... It rid. There are no indications that 
the first alternative has been or will be selected by the majority of 
American Jews. 

Data sources on Jewish intermarriage have been limited for comprehen

sive demographic analysis. Although some data on religion are available on
 
the marriage records of two states (Iowa and Indiana) and from the 1957
 
Current Population Survey, these have limited value for any extensive
 
analysis of Jewish intermarriage rates (Rosenthal, 1963, 1975; Glick,
 
1960; Goldstein, 1973b).2 1'be iiiajmn~IIW:",t'S&anal,_Al£~~
 

mmt~lfffi'ffg'Tft'dfretBi'ftft~~c;m~,~. While allow

ing for the inclusion of details on the background characteristics of inter

married couples, these surveys have limitations in terms of full coverage of
 
marginal Jewish households and the nonaffiliated.
 

A brief overview of findings on changes and variations in Jewish inter
marriage in the United States reveals the following patterns. Jewish en
dogamy is high and intermarriage rates are low relative to large American 
ethnic-religious groups. However, given the specific demographic charac
teristics of American Jewry, .~llllJ!Q£,~ri8!!le~y'l'et"resents 

1t~'1ft~~~ii0ftINo evaluation
 
of the demography of American Jews can ignore the centrality of Jewish
 
intermarriage in absolute and relative Jewish population changes.
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Systematic evaluation of the quantitative significance of changing inter

marriage trends is incomplete since the level of conversion to Judaism is
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not well documented. Nor do we know the eventual Jewish commitment by 
children of intermarried couples. The general impression from selected 
community studies including the NJPS is that the ~eim«C9lW~QP<to 
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In addition to the question of changing intermarriage rates and their 

demographic implications are issues relating to differential levels of inter
marriage among American Jewish communities and subgroups within the 
Jewish community.~tte'~~~~~d/~~)'. 
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.~ofaet6r9·'8ueb,..~ It is not clear whether communities with 
higher intermarriage rates foreshadow what will come to characterize the
 
American Jewish population in the future or whether because of their size
 
or composition these communities are exceptional. The size of the Jewish
 
community and the implied density of Jewish residential patterns appear
 
to be important factors in intermarriage rates.
 

There are some indications emerging from the literature that sociologi

cal differences between the intermarried and nonintermarried have dimin

ished among recent cohorts. Analysis of changing patterns of age at
 
marriage, fertility, socioeconomic status, and sex differentials suggests
 
some convergence of the intermarried and nonintermarried in these char
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\!f'W6;''Sbchtr'C~ics''lH'e'related· to ·mtermarriage! ·JewilJb.···reatden~ 

'ltim:~atiOW~..~~tieJa, An empirical relationship has been 
reported in a variety of studies between the character of residential neigh
borhoods and intermarriage rates. Jews living in areas of greater Jewish 
population concentration are more likely to be endogamous than Jews liv
ing in areas of low Jewish population densities. This may reflect the fact 
that contact and interaction between Jews and non-Jews are integral pro
cesses determining levels of intermarriage.·~.exteR!rive-llnd~i-
"'eant~ttiternctt~~~.aon-Jews··tftsehoot~~1tei~.", 
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~~Atis not clear whether residence in areas of low Jewish pop

ulation density is a determinant of high intermarriage rates or a conse

quence of selective migration patterns of intermarried couples.
 

A key finding of previous research has been that extensive and intensive 
Jewish education is generally correlated with endogamy. Again, the impli
cations are less clear than a superficial examination might suggest. It is not 
obvious, for example, what is the relationship between Jewish education 
and residential segregation or that between Jewish education and a variety 
of dimensions of Jewish identity and commitment. Nor does this finding 
specify the amount or type of Jewish education that clearly results in en
dogamy. However, the finding at the most simple level indicates at a mini
mum that commitment to Jewish survival either through Jewish education 
or through processes reflected in Jewish education are conducive to Jewish 
endogamy and continuity~ Jeiii;dl,,"telftm'l'I"1'Ii_~Mti;iQ-rbe,;,. 
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Data on the relationship between educational attainment and occupa
tional status and intermarriage levels do not show clear patterns. Results 
from one community lead to the conclusion that ~',intermaft~e. 
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~''fWItdt·'MllOeia~~"iftt.ermafT.jage.It is nevertheless clear that a
 
fuller examination of variation in intermarriage requires a dynamic, longi

tudinal research design to unravel the determinants and consequences over
 
the life cycle. Such studies have never been undertaken (cr. the research by
 
Sherrow reported in Schwartz, 1970).
 

A final point requires reemphasis: it is not the level of Jewish intermar

riage per se that challenges the sociodemographic survival of Jews in
 
America. Nor are the patterns of Jewish reproduction, migration, family,
 
or age structure exceptional in their individual and separate levels and
 
trends. Rather it is the specific demographic context within which inter

marriage rates operate in America that is of paramount significance, The
 
combination of low fertility, geographic dispersion, minimum potential
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sources of population renewal through immigration or further mortality 
reduction, declines in family cohesibn, and relatively high intermarriage 
rates have resulted in issues associated with the demographic vitality of 
Jewish Americans. Given the limitations of available research on all the 
demographic factors related to Jewish population growth, it is not possible 
to assign relative weights to individual factors or fully assess the level of 
Jewish population growth (stability or decline). 

Research Challenges and Priorities: Data Collection, Documentation, 
and Types of Analysis 

The critical review of research on the demography of Jewish Americans 
reveals a reasonably solid foundation upon which to build future cumula
tive studies. While empirical evidence supporting specific generalizations 
on particular topics may be less than satisfactory from a methodological 
point of view, a considerable amount of research has been carried out on 
major aspects of American Jewish demography. Future research must 
build upon what is known and hypothesized rather than proceeding in a re
search vacuum. Undoubtedly, careful and systematic research will qualify 
and refine existing findings on American Jewish demography, correct pre
vious errors, and contribute new insights and generalizations. Future re
search on the demography of American Jews must explore new 
unresearched topics suggested by previous studies and apply different 
methodological strategies in addressing particular analytic issues. There is 
also continuing need for reorganizing existing data sources, providing doc
umentation of previously researched issues, and evaluating more systemat
ically data now available. 

The overview of past research presented here has pointed to the variety 
of substantive issues and research topics included in the demography of 
American Jews. For each of these topics there are a variety of data sources, 
many of them limited and unsatisfactory for an in-depth examination of 
major analytic issues. Therefore research challenges for future studies are 
also pluralistic: no single research design or methodological strategy can 
encompass the broad range of topics that require research attention in the 
future. In considering the types of research that should be pursued and the 
priorities associated with particular topics and activities, we begin with the 
premise that there are diverse methodological approaches for studying the 
range of demographic topics for the heterogeneous subgroups that encom
pass the American Jewish population. 

Before considering specific demographic research activities of the pro
posed center of modern Jewish studies and discussing research priorities 
that emerge from our review of the demography of American Jews, two 
caveats must be considered. First, we shall avoid proposing an ideal, com
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prehensive survey design for an all-encompassing study of American Jew
ish demographic processes. Such a multipurpose design is neither desirable 
nor feasible at this stage, and there are other research activities of greater 
value. It is premature to consider grand research projects before exploring 
more modest but fruitful alternative research strategies. In-depth research 
on specific demographic topics using appropriate research designs is re
quired rather than some overall project attempting to obtain information 
on a broad range of topics that inevitably fall short - for both methodo
logical and design reasons. Sampling problems and financial issues must 
also be considered. Although any sample survey carried out by a new re
search center would incorporate selected demographic data, surveys de
signed to investigate demographic issues should focus on particular topics 
and research these in depth. 

There is a need to specify research priorities among the variety of demo
graphic issues. Some priorities emerge from the review of what we know 
about American Jewish demographic processes. There are also subjective 
elements involved in selecting among research priorities. The suggested re
search topics that will be outlined below seem to me to have the greatest 
priority. It is possible that a demographer with specific interests, as for ex
ample in model building, demographic history, or morbidity and epide
miology, would assign different priorities to future research topics. Four 
major activities are suggested for the proposed new center. These include: 
(1) documentation and organization of existing materials; (2) coordination 
and consultation; (3) initiation of research on continuous demographic 
changes; and (4) research on specific issues - evaluative and substantive. 

Documentation 

The first set of proposed activities relates to the organization and exploi
tation of existing research materials. This includes two specific tasks. First, 
the proposed center should obtain and organize all materials published on 
the demography of American Jews. This documentation should include all 
publications in the general literature pertaining to the Jewish group in 
America as well as the various Jewish community studies that have been 
carried out. This documentation function is essential for both teaching pur
poses and research. Second, there is a need to obtain unpublished data 
from various Jewish and general sources. Ideally, the original data files
cards, computer tapes - should be available for more detailed and uni
form tabulations for intercommunity and historical comparisons. There is 
a wealth of data from Jewish community studies that has not been fully 
analyzed and has not been sufficiently organized for detailed comparisons. 
In addition to specific community studies the basic data file of the NJPS 
should be obtained. Most demographic comparisons have been limited to 
published materials and as a result are less than comprehensive. 
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Despite the limitations of general surveys for the analysis of Jewish de
mographic processes, some of these data - published and unpublished 
are extremely valuable. The original data sets of the major fertility studies 
are readily available and should be on file at the proposed center. Gallup 
and Roper polls that contain information on Jews as well as the birth data 
obtained in the National Center for Health Statistics studies are additional 
data sources. Special U.S. census tapes may be ordered for specific sub
populations - those reporting Yiddish as their mother tongue, or the Isra
eli-born - that provide data on subsections of the American Jewish 
population. A systematic inventory of ongoing demographic projects 
should be made to uncover whether useful data on the Jews are included. 
Historical data from previous censuses should be obtained where possible. 
In short, one of the major functions of the proposed center should be the 
organization of existing materials and the exploitation of unpublished data 
sets. The center should include a comprehensive and continuous Jewish 
data bank as an integral part of its activities. 

Coordination and Consultation 

The proposed center should also serve for the coordination of future Jew
ish community studies and as a consultant to sample surveys of local Jew
ish areas. There is an urgent need to improve the quality of these surveys 
and tackle the complex methodological issues of sampling and coverage. 
This should be centrally coordinated to insure the highest-quality data 
collection under local sponsorship. Only through such coordination and 
consultation can minimum standards of quality and comparison be main
tained. Although most of these surveys are carried out to meet local needs, 
the utility of these data could be improved with centralized consultation. 
Beyond consultation on methodological and design issues, standard tabula
tion formats might be organized to facilitate data analysis. The center 
should be the data depository of all future surveys. 

Related to coordination of studies initiated in local areas, the center 
might become involved in initiating, jointly with local Jewish community 
agencies, research projects involving the collection of demographic data. 
This is particularly needed in areas where Jewish community studies have 
not been undertaken, in newer Jewish communities where recent popula
tion growth has been substantial, and in communities where surveys have 
been undertaken in the past but are now dated. 

While this paper has focused exclusively on the demography of Ameri
can Jews, some consideration might be given to broadening the focus to 
other countries. Rich data sources are available on the demography of Ca
nadian Jewry, for example. The similarity of conditions in Canada and the 
United States argues strongly for the exploitation of official demographic 
data from Canada. Cooperation with Statistics Canada should be encour
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aged. Since the Institute of Contemporary Jewry at the Hebrew University 
in Jerusalem has a unit for the documentation of Jewish statistics and de
mography around the world, it would be unnecessary for the proposed cen
ter to duplicate their activities. There is a need to establish channels of 
communication and cooperation so that duplication is avoided. 

Cooperation with the Central Bureau of Statistics in Israel should also 
be encouraged. Data are available on American Jews settling or visiting Is
rael. Census data sources and special studies of immigrant adjustment in 
Israel have contained data on American Jews. While the proposed center 
should not attempt to focus on the comparative demography of world 
Jewry, comparative materials on Jews in other countries - similar and 
different from American Jews - should be included in the center's activi
ties. These comparative materials should be valuable in isolating the par
ticularly American aspects of American Jewry as well as the 
commonalities of the Jewish demographic experience in a variety of na: 
tional contexts. 

Research on Continuous Demographic Changes 

The research reviewed here has almost invariably been cross-sectional in 
design. To my knowledge, there has never been a study designed for an 
analysis of continuous demographic (or broader sociological) changes 
among American Jews that has been longitudinal in design. There are 
methodological and analytic limitations to cross-sectional studies, al
though these should be encouraged wherever possible. The dynamics of 
Jewish demographic change have been inferred from cross-sectional 
studies over a period of time (usually from different communities). We 
have reached the point in our studies of Jewish demographic changes 
where methodological and analytic issues require a new research emphasis. 
This demands a research design to tap the dynamics of changes as they un
fold rather than retrospectively. 

It was argued earlier that a grand survey design for uncovering demo
graphic processes would not be proposed here. Nevertheless, the proposed 
center should consider the range of possibilities of longitudinal research 
that may find financial support outside the center. Such projects might be 
initiated with minimal funds to demonstrate feasibility and subsequently 
turn to government sources and private foundations for more substantial 
grants. Such projects might include repeat interviewing among a select 
subsample of the NJPS or the selection of a particular community (or 
communities) where pilot projects may be initiated. The specific focus of 
the pilot project will be determined by the sample design and substantive 
priorities discussed below. The objective would be to obtain information on 
early family formation stages and follow-up processes of fertility and mi
gration. The goal would be to analyze these family-fertility-migration pro
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cesses over time, and in relationship to measures of Jewish identification 
and commitment at macro and micro levels, rather than an analysis of pop
ulation structure and composition for a specific community. Even a modest 
attempt in this direction should prove valuable. The involvement of stu
dents in the analysis of longitudinal changes should be a major research 
experience that would include all the various research issues and stages
research design, sampling problems, questionnaire construction, and data 
analyses. An ongoing project should allow for the inclusion of questions 
that may be related to changing demographic processes but not focused 
solely on demographic issues per se. Thus for both research and teaching 
purposes an ongoing longitudinal study of the Jews would be of enormous 
value. 

Topics and Issues: Evaluative and Substantive 

In the context of our review of previous research on the variety of major 
demographic processes we have noted specific research issues that require 
further investigation as well as neglected issues. It is unnecessary to repeat 
in this section the details of those suggestions or to list them all. Rather, 
several major themes in American Jewish demography appear to be of 
greater research priority. These are subdivided into two categories: those 
with higher and those with lower priority. Before turning to these topics, it 
is important to note the need for research designed to evaluate data sources 
now available. 

Evaluation Research. One theme repeated throughout this chapter has 
been the methodological problems associated with the various data sources 
available for studying American Jewish demography. The heavy reliance 
on data collected for purposes other than scientific analysis requires cau
tion in interpretation and analysis. The cumulative nature of much of the 
research available may support particular empirical generalizations and 
hypotheses. Cumulative findings based on limited data of poor quality may 
also reflect similar methodological biases and cumulative error. 

Great reliance has been placed on American Jewish Year Book 
estimates of population size and distribution. These estimates have rarely 
been systematically challenged or evaluated and when they have, serious 
biases have been uncovered (Schmelz, 1969). All too rarely have Jewish 
community studies been evaluated in detail to include sampling error esti
mates, coverage biases, and related methodological issues. While the 
NJPS remains the best potential source for examining selected aspects of 
Jewish demography at the national level, no comprehensive methodologi
cal evaluation is available of this study. The heavy dependence on Jewish 
community studies for understanding Jewish demographic processes re
quires that evaluation research be carried out. It is likely that Jewish
sponsored research will remain the major source of demographic 
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information on the Jews in the future as in the past. Given this situation 
and the uneven quality of these data so often noted in the literature, it is 
necessary to design studies to allow for the comprehensive methodological 
evaluation of this data source. 

High-Priority Research Topics. Whether the research design is longitudinal 
or cross-sectional and whether the study area is local, comparative, or na
tional, the following topics in the demography of American Jews should 
receive the highest research priority. Studies of family structure, forma
tion, marriage, and fertility among recent cohorts should be carried out. 
No evidence is available on changes in the 1970s on these fundamental top
ics. The focus should be on young persons - married and unmarried 
and should include attitudinal and behavioral data associated with these 
processes. Preferably these data should be collected as part of a longitudi
nal design to evaluate changes in these family and childbearing processes 
as they unfold. Such a study should begin ideally with a cohort of unmar
ried young persons and follow them over time to study processes of mate 
selection, child spacing, marriage attitudes, decisions to and timing of 
marrying, living arrangements, and marriage stability. Other topics listed 
below could be incorporated into such a study. 

Since by their very design, longitudinal studies take time to uncover the 
processes of change, special studies ought to be encouraged on related top
ics of critical importance. These include divorce and remarriage patterns 
and reproductive behavior and attitudes among persons marrying in the 
last decade or so. A related area should focus on the changing status and 
role of Jewish men and women regarding marriage and reproduction as 
well as other areas of Jewish community life. 

Another area of investigation relates to household structure and living 
arrangements of both younger and older segments of the American Jewish 
population. Research on social processes associated with living alone (or in 
nonnuclear and nonextended family units) should be designed. If Ameri
can Jews follow the general pattern emerging in the United States (and 
there is no reason to assume that they do not), changes in household struc
ture have been substantial in the last decades. These changes have not been 
investigated among Jews and may be of demographic and sociological im
portance at the individual and community levels. As the structure of the 
Jewish population becomes more heavily concentrated in the older ages, 
special studies of this group - particularly family and Jewish institutional 
issues - should be designed. 

One of the most neglected topics in the demography of American Jews 
has been that of migration patterns and population dispersal. Because of 
the educational and occupational concentration of Jews, the changing 
structure of occupational opportunities, and changing levels of Jewish 
commitment, younger Jews may be migrating more than previous genera
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tions. These migration patterns involve more than just the process of mo
bility. They include moving away from traditional areas of Jewish 
population concentration. If Jews follow recent patterns of the American 
population as a whole, migration may imply moving to nonmetropolitan 
areas and small towns. The relationship between Jewish population density 
and commitment to Jewish communities (and Jewish identification) make 
this a central topic in evaluating the demography and sociology of Ameri
can Jews. Since migration lessens ties to local community institutions and 
the integration of migrants in local communities requires time, the issue 
remains whether Jewish commitments of migrants are transferred to a 
more national level of identification or with international issues (such as 
Israel or a sense of peoplehood), or whether in the absence of local com
munity integration, Jewish commitments decline generally. Population dis
persal, residential integration, and migration patterns are complex 
research topics at both local and national levels and remain one of the criti
cal research challenges of the highest priority. 

The importance of intermarriage for the demographic future of the 
American Jewish population cannot be overstressed. Despite the centrality 
of the issue and the voluminous scientific, ideological, and popular litera
ture that has dealt with it, fundamental research remains to be done. Re
search on Jewish intermarriage has been cross-sectional and retrospective 
in design. Hence we have not been able to fully analyze selection and 
change in Jewish intermarriage nor the dynamics associated with norma
tive and structural shifts within the American Jewish community. Except 
for small, unrepresentative samples of limited utility, no social science re
search has focused systematically and comprehensively on the determi
nants and consequences of Jewish intermarriage. 

Studies of Jewish intermarriage and its implications for the retention of 
Jewish identity (for Jewish and non-Jewish partners as well as for the chil
dren of intermarried couples) need to be carried out. Again, the preferable 
design should be longitudinal and prospective rather than cross-sectional 
and retrospective. Detailed research on the selectivity of intermarriage by 
socioeconomic background, religious commitment, Jewish education, resi
dential patterns as well as dating and interaction between Jews and non
Jews should be systematically carried out. 

One of the interesting related areas of investigation from a demographic 
point of view is the relationship between the availability of mates and mar
riage choices. One factor involved in lower rates of intermarriage in com
munities with large Jewish populations may be the larger "marriage 
market" of Jewish men and women. Overall population size and particu
larly the size of various cohorts of unmarried men and women set struc
tural limits to endogamy. The choice of those faced with a "Jewish 
marriage squeeze" ranges from migration to another community where 
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Jewish marriage markets are larger, marriage out of the Jewish commun
ity, or nonmarriage (or delayed marriage). 

Fluctuations in availability of Jewish mates at the local level may be af
fected by patterns of migration and indirectly by past patterns of child
bearing (cohort and period fertility fluctuations). While we do not have 
any direct research on this issue, it seems reasonable to speculate that mi
gration selectivity and period fertility fluctuations among Jews have had a 
structural impact on Jewish marriage markets in some communities. In 
turn, these structural demographic changes have had repercussions on in
termarriage, patterns of nonmar:riage, and changes in marriage timing. 

Studies of the impact of intermarriage on present and future Jewish pop
ulation need to be designed. Similarly, the structural demographic antece
dents to intermarriage, particularly the role of marriage markets and 
squeezes need to be specified and analyzed. Intermarriage is one of the 
master themes in American Jewish life and has been described as the 
"quintessential dilemma" for American Jewry. Research on this issue is of 
highest priority. 

National data on Jews do not allow for the systematic analysis of Jewish 
heterogeneity in terms of communities and specific subgroups. Local Jew
ish community studies are designed for overall planning purposes and for 
the description of the total population in these areas. Specific research is 
needed on particular subgroups and subcommunities to evaluate the range 
of Jewish heterogeneity. Demographic studies of segregated Jewish com
munities - such as Hasidic and segregated orthodox communities - are 
necessary. Since these Jewish communities are densely settled and rela
tively more organized, they are easier to study, although their social clo
sure often limits research access. At the other end of the Jewish 
commitment continuum are Jewish subgroups residentially and socially in
tegrated, where the levels of Jewish identification and continuity are low. 
As a supplement to national and local Jewish population studies, there is a 
need to select several major Jewish subgroup types and collect data on 
Jewish demographic processes. The research objective would not be to de
scribe the population structure of total Jewish communities, but to select 
for analytic comparisons the range of subgroups within the Jewish com
munity. This focused research strategy may be particularly useful given 
the more general sampling problems associated with covering the various 
segments of the Jewish community. Even when local Jewish community 
studies have made efforts to incorporate nonaffiliated and marginal 
subgroups, their numbers have been too small for detailed analysis. Re
search focused on specific Jewish subpopulations to maximize the compar
ative analysis of Jewish heterogeneity is a viable alternative to supplement 
in detail what is known about Jewish American demographic processes. 
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There are other Jewish subgroups that should be the focus of special an
alytic demographic studies. These include Jewish community leaders, reli
gious personnel (rabbis, teachers in religious schools), academics, and 
members of particular occupational categories (e.g., physicians, lawyers). 
The study of the demographic patterns of the Jewish elite, however defined 
for research purposes, would include behavioral and attitudinal dimensions 
associated with reproduction, marriage, migration, and intermarriage. 
From a sampling point of view these subgroups would be more readily 
available and less problematic. Again, while not representing the broader 
cross-section of the Jewish community, they may represent significant pat
terns of variation and change, serving as a demographic barometer of the 
future of the American Jewish population. In part, the Jewish elite and in
fluentials, directly and indirectly, by action or inaction, through personal 
behavior and attitude, shape the overall normative climate of the Jewish 
community's response to issues associated with key demographic processes. 

The final topic of high research priority relates to recent Jewish immi
gration. If estimates over the last decade are accurate, well over 100,000 
Jewish immigrants have settled in the United States. These have mainly 
come from the Soviet Union and Israel. Research on all aspects of immi
gration, settlement, and integration (or nonintegration) within the larger 
Jewish community is necessary. This should include more accurate data on 
the volume of immigration and selective characteristics of immigrants as 
well as their reproduction, migration, and marriage patterns. 

Low-Priority Research Topics. Several areas of demographic research, fo
cusing on specific demographic processes and requiring particular analytic 
techniques, will be included in this section. The lower priority assigned to 
these proposed projects is based either on the availability of previous re
search providing an approximation of the patterns, or the judgement that 
the issue is of less analytic importance for the demography of American 
Jews. Some research suggestions made in the review of specific demo
graphic processes have not been included in this section. Other research 
suggestions unfeasible in the immediate future, although highly desirable 
- e.g. Jewish population growth rates for local areas, more reliable Jewish 
population distribution estimates - are also not included. 

These topics of lower priority will be listed without elaboration. They are 
as follows: (I) Family planning practices among younger Jewish couples 
including contraception, abortion, sterilization, and sexual attitudes and 
behavior. (2) Health-related issues, particularly among the elderly, and 
their relationship to mortality variation and change. (3) Use of ecological 
techniques to obtain data on mortality (and birth) levels in selected areas 
of high Jewish population density, historically and for the contemporary 
period. (4) Jewish population projections for local areas and regions. (5) 
Studies of population attitudes and issues related to the feasibility of Jew
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ish population policies. (6) Historical work on Jewish immigration selectiv
ity and the marriage patterns of Jewish immigrants from Eastern and 
Western Europe. (7) Comparative demography of specific ethnic com
munities within the Jewish population (e.g. Jews of Sephardic origin, de
scendants of German Jews, Holocaust survivors and their children, Israeli
Americans). 

The list of suggested research topics on the demography of American 
Jews represents a major challenge. Combined with proposals for a docu
mentation unit, a continuous Jewish data bank, consultation and coordina
tion functions, and the initiation of some longitudinal studies on the social 
demography of American Jews, these research priorities are of major im
portance in designing a center that will meet research and teaching goals 
of the highest standards. 

Demographic studies and research are central in understanding the 
American Jewish community. They are too important to be left to the sole 
purview of the demographer. Demographic research gains enormously by 
the theory and analysis of other social scientists. In the past some demo
graphic research has been carried out by sociologists who at times failed to 
appreciate elementary demographic techniques. Often research on demo
graphic issues has been relegated to the statistical demographer who has 
failed to incorporate demographic data within a broader social scientific 
perspective. There is a need to involve sociologists, political scientists, his
torians, and psychologists in the analysis of demographic data on Ameri
can Jews. The proposed facility should serve as a center of interdisciplinary 
research and training encouraging scholars and students to exchange ideas 
and research on the wide range of issues associated with the demography 
of Jewish Americans. 

Appendix 

An Illustrative Exercise of the Balance of Factors Influencing the Jewish Population 
Equation in America, 1967-69 

To illustrate the relative importance of recent immigration in the popu
lation growth equation of the American Jewish community, a simple de
mographic exercise was prepared. The only estimates of the number of 
annual births among Jews nationally is from the national natality survey 
described earlier. These estimates for 1967-69 indicate an annual average 
of 55,162 Jewish births (Goldstein, 1979). Accepting the Jewish popula
tion size medium estimate from the NJPS of 5,775,000 and the crude 
death rate for the Providence Jewish community (1962-64) of 10.1 (Gold
stein and Goldscheider, 1968) as an estimate of national Jewish death 
rates yields an estimated number of 58,328 annual Jewish deaths. From 
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these estimates the excess of deaths over births annually is 3,166. Esti
mated Jewish immigration to the United States was 24,800 for 1967-69, 
averaging 8,267 annually (Diamond, 1977). Some estimate of Jewish emi
gration from the United States is provided by figures of the number of 
Jews arriving as immigrants and potential immigrants in Israel during 
1967-69 (Goldscheider, 1974). A total of 2,268 American Jews arrived in 
Israel as "immigrants" and an additional 13,735 arrived as "potential im
migrants" (1967-69). Not all American Jews who arrived remained in Is
rael. In a special longitudinal study of immigration to Israel, the Israeli 
Central Bureau of Statistics noted that after three years in Israel 16 per
cent of the North American immigrants arriving during 1969-70 left Is
rael and 34 percent of the potential immigrants returned (Israeli CBS, 
1975, p. 56). Applying these proportions to the number of American Jews 
immigrating to Israel in 1967-69 indicates an estimate of 10,970 Ameri
can Jews remaining in Israel after three years or an average annual net 
emigration from the United States of 3,657. 

Putting all these estimates together suggests that for 1967-69 with a 
base Jewish population of 5,775,000, we add 165,486 births, subtract 
174,984 deaths, add 24,800 immigrants, and subtract 10,970 emigrants. 
This results in a net estimated loss due to the excess of deaths over births 
of 9,498 for the three-year period, but a net estimated gain of 13,830 from 
the balance of immigration and emigration. This is a net growth of 4,332 
Jewish Americans for the three-year period. This comes very close to zero 
population growth. The important point is that net Jewish immigration 
compensates demographically for losses due to the excess of births over 
deaths and pushes American Jewish population growth from decline (neg
ative growth) to about zero growth. 

This is just an illustrative exercise. There are reasons to argue, as dis
cussed in this chapter, that the estimated annual Jewish birth rates in 
1967-69 may have been low due to compositional and timing factors 
rather than family size per se. There is no way to determine whether the 
crude death rate for Providence is an accurate reflection of rates for the to
tal Jewish population in the United States. And the immigration figures 
may be underestimates while the number of American Jews remaining in 
Israel is probably an overestimate. This demographic exercise suggests 
that the demographic role of Jewish immigration to the United States has 
been underestimated. If that immigration increases and Jewish emigration 
decreases (as has been the case in the last number of years), net Jewish 
immigration will be an increasingly significant part of the American Jew
ish demographic picture. 

Net Jewish immigration to the United States does not change the num
ber of Jews in the world, since one community's gain is another communi
ty's loss. There is reason to hypothesize that the probability of remaining 
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Jewish is somewhat higher in America than in the Soviet Union (one 
source of recent immigration). This requires careful monitoring. There are 
a series of demographic consequences to zero population growth, particu
larly in terms of aging and population structure and dynamics, that require 
further analysis. Without further evidence on the age structure of immi
grants and their reproductive patterns, it is difficult to estimate these 
structural changes and their future implications. 

Lack of adequate data on demographic losses due to intermarriage pre
vents any attempt to include that factor in calculations of annual popula
tion gains and losses. A crude and very limited attempt will be made to 
indicate that losses due to Jewish out-marriage are of much less demo
graphic significance than has been commonly suggested. Data are not 
available to estimate crude annual marriage rates among Jews. For the 
purpose of illustration let us assume that the crude marriage rate for the 
American population in 1969 can be applied to the Jewish American popu
lation. In 1969 the rate of marriage was 10.6 per 1,000 for the American 
population and would imply 61,215 Jewish marriages assuming the Jewish 
population was 5,775,000 (given the structure of the American Jewish 
population, this is probably an overestimate). For the sake of argument we 
can estimate that 20 percent of these marriages involved a non-Jewish 
spouse or 12,242 marriages. These marriages involved 6,121 Jews who 
married non-Jews in 1969. Ofthese 6,121 Jews who married out, let us as
sume that half retained their Jewish identity. This would imply that 3,060 
Jews could be considered a demographic loss to the American Jewish com
munity. If we further assume that in half of the intermarriages the non
Jewish spouse identifies with the Jewish community either through formal 
conversion or through self-identification, the annual demographic loss 
through intermarriage would be of about 1,500 Jews. That figure is bal
anced by the net annual gain through other demographic processes esti
mated for 1969 at 1,444. These estimates are built on a series of very 
problematic assumptions, anyone of which might be seriously in error. I 
would guess that the net loss to the American Jewish community due to in
termarriage is higher than these data show. However, placing intermar
riage in the annual population growth equation does not seriously alter the 
conclusion that American Jewish population growth is about zero, but not 
much lower. Population projections that do not take into account the range 
of demographic factors that influence growth and are based on naive 
straight-line extrapolations from the past lead to serious miscalculations 
and absurd conclusions. Dire predictions about the virtual extinction of the 
American Jewish population over the next century (and speculation about 
the vanishing American Jew) - a projection of a Jewish population size of 
10,420 by the year 2076 - are seriously misleading and demographic non
sense (Bergman, 1977; Lieberman and Weinfeld, 1978). 
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Notes 

I. Although population composition, particularly by education, occupation, and 
income, is often included by demographers, there is no theoretical justification 
for treating these as demographic variables beyond their availability in census 
materials (Goldscheider, 1971). Hence these will not be included in the present 
review. For a review of the socioeconomic composition of the American Jewish 
population see Goldstein (1971). 

2.	 Since so much has been written about the 1957 study, it should be noted that 
less than 75 Jewish intermarried couples nationally were included in the sample. 
The number of cases in Iowa was less than 45 cases a year (1953-59), and less 
than 100 cases a year in Indiana (1960-63). A total of around 400 Jewish inter
marriages of all ages and generations were included in the NJPS. 
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